
Five girls are talking about their passion about past civilizations. Follow the clues to �gure out their favorite civilizations.

Shirt: black, blue, orange, purple, white

Name: Bethany, Eleanor, Kathleen, Veronica, Yolanda

Civilization: Aztec, Chinese, Incan, Mayan, Sumerian

Subject: agriculture, architecture, art, economy, religion

Age: 9 years, 10 years, 11 years, 13 years, 14 years

The girl who is passionate about the Mayan civilization

stands at position 2.

Eleanor is quite enthused about the Sumerian

civilization.

The girl who is well versed on Agriculture is

somewhere between the girl specialized in Art and the

one knowledgeable in Economy, in that order.

Yolanda and the girl involved in the Sumerian

civilization are standing next to each other.

The girl focusing on Architecture is next to the girl who

is intrigued by Art.

Kathleen stands immediately after the girl fascinated

by the Chinese civilization.

The nine-year-old girl sits somewhere between

Veronica and the ten-year-old girl, in that order.

Bethany is positioned somewhere to the right of the girl

wearing the Black shirt.

The girl wearing the Purple shirt is situated somewhere

to the left of the nine-year-old girl.

The girl specialized in Art stands adjacent to the

eleven-year-old girl.

The girl deeply engrossed in Religion is immediately

after the nine-year-old girl.

Between the girl donning the Blue shirt and the one

interested in the Sumerian civilization, in that order,

stands the girl passionate about the Aztec civilization.

Kathleen is sitting next to the eleven-year-old girl.

The Sumerian civilization's enthusiast happens to be

nine years old.

The Orange shirt-wearer is somewhere in-between the

thirteen-year-old girl and the girl wearing the White

shirt, in that order.

The girl donning an Orange shirt is somewhere

between by the Blue shirt wearer and the Purple shirt

wearer, in that sequence.

The girl who profoundly understands Agriculture

stands next to the nine-year-old girl.
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Five girls are talking about their passion about past civilizations. Follow the clues to �gure out their favorite civilizations.

Shirt: black, blue, orange, purple, white

Name: Bethany, Eleanor, Kathleen, Veronica, Yolanda

Civilization: Aztec, Chinese, Incan, Mayan, Sumerian

Subject: agriculture, architecture, art, economy, religion

Age: 9 years, 10 years, 11 years, 13 years, 14 years

The girl who is passionate about the Mayan civilization

stands at position 2.

Eleanor is quite enthused about the Sumerian

civilization.

The girl who is well versed on Agriculture is

somewhere between the girl specialized in Art and the

one knowledgeable in Economy, in that order.

Yolanda and the girl involved in the Sumerian

civilization are standing next to each other.

The girl focusing on Architecture is next to the girl who

is intrigued by Art.

Kathleen stands immediately after the girl fascinated

by the Chinese civilization.

The nine-year-old girl sits somewhere between

Veronica and the ten-year-old girl, in that order.

Bethany is positioned somewhere to the right of the girl

wearing the Black shirt.

The girl wearing the Purple shirt is situated somewhere

to the left of the nine-year-old girl.

The girl specialized in Art stands adjacent to the

eleven-year-old girl.

The girl deeply engrossed in Religion is immediately

after the nine-year-old girl.

Between the girl donning the Blue shirt and the one

interested in the Sumerian civilization, in that order,

stands the girl passionate about the Aztec civilization.

Kathleen is sitting next to the eleven-year-old girl.

The Sumerian civilization's enthusiast happens to be

nine years old.

The Orange shirt-wearer is somewhere in-between the

thirteen-year-old girl and the girl wearing the White

shirt, in that order.

The girl donning an Orange shirt is somewhere

between by the Blue shirt wearer and the Purple shirt

wearer, in that sequence.

The girl who profoundly understands Agriculture

stands next to the nine-year-old girl.
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Girl #1 Girl #2 Girl #3 Girl #4 Girl #5

Shirt bl�� orange purp�� black whi��

Name Veronica Kat����n Yolanda E��anor Bethany

Civilization Chi���� Mayan Az��c Su��rian Incan

Subject archi��ctu�� art agric��tu�� economy ��ligion

Age 13 years 14 years 11 years 9 years 10 years
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